
Stargas Utilities Ltd. - Application to Include Additional Costs in the 
2016 Delivery Rate Application Regulatory Account 

Stargas Response to SSPOA Final Argument 

Introduction: Stargas' final argument filed August 2 P\ 2017 identified costs incurred by it that by 
BCUC fiat are not to be recovered from ratepayers of $18,428; denial of the additional $6,500 at issue in 
this proceeding would add to that total. In concluding its deliberations, the Commission ought, Stargas 
submits, weigh the totality of the costs incurred and to be paid for not by ratepayers but by the Stargas 
investor. Considered in context with Stargas' assertion that the allowed rates and hours within the current 
$5.77 delivery rate demand an ongoing continuing investment of time and funds by that investor, a denial 

of t!1e additional costs unwarranted as additionally punitive. 

1) Reconsideration of regulatory and legal costs 

SSPOA argument states as follows: ''The Reconsideration Proceeding regulatory and counsel costs 
should be denied, or at least significantly reduced, because the reconsideration proceeding was only 
necessary due to Stargas errors." 

Stargas response: The reconsideration proceeding was not a consequence of Stargas' admitted failure to 
note a change in the Commission's benchmark return but rather, the now affirmed error reflected in 
BCUC Order G-59-17 that, if not redressed, would have had ratepayers receiving $6,000 that was not 
their due. Stargas pointed out, and the Commission was to agree, that in each of the affected fiscal years, 
the delivery charge levied Stargas ratepayers was that reflected in its tariffs and that, absent direction to 
do so, Stargas had no obligation/opportunity to amend its delivery rate in concert with changes down or 
up in benchmark. 

SSPOA argues as follows: "First, by forgetting to make the benchmark rate adjustment. Second, by failing 
to address the benchmark issue despite being confronted with it by the SSPOA's argument. Third, by 
incurring regulatory costs which the SSPOA feels is disproportionate to the amount at issue. Ratepayers 
should not have to pay for excessive costs in a proceeding that could have been avoided. 

Sta;gas response: Stargas did not forget to make "the" benchmark rate adjustment~ nor did, when Stargas 
delivery volumes fell short of those projected in the estimates upon which delivery rates for 2015 and 
2016 set "forget" to increase its delivery rate to compensate for that eventuality. Stargas delivery rates are 
set following an application presented to the Commission and their subsequent ruling (following as was 
necessary here, extensive interaction between Staff, Intervenor and Utility). Stargas takes issue with its 
suggested "failure" to address the issue- Stargas acknowledged its error but saw, as was subsequently 
borne out, no consequential impact on the matters before the Commission. What costs would not be 
disproportionate to a $6.000 issue? Stargas notes that its investor bears a heavy financial burden in 
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Commission decisions made to date and, as reviewed in its final argument in these proceedings, faces the 
prospect of investing necessary management hours without compensation through the next several years. 
In that light, Stargas submits that no amount of recovery of costs incurred with respect to this issue 
immaterial. 

SSPOA: The SSPOA also feels that $5,500 in cost over a $6,000 matter, where Stargas themselves are the 
root cause, is disproportionate and imprudent. 

Stargas Response: As noted above and agreed to by the Commission, the root cause leading to a $5,500 
expenditure, the April decision in G-59-17; what is disproportionate and imprudent is the SSPOA's 
continuing effort to assail the good offices of Stargas. 

SSPOA: "Stargas failed to take note of a change in the Commission's benchmark rate of return, and as 
such, overpaid their shareholders $6,000." 

Stargas response: When the change in benchmark noted Stargas accepted that it erred and reported as 
such in its responses. It did not then, and has been subsequently borne out, consider that there a 
consequential impact on delivery rate. As has been the case throughout the filings by the SSPOA, beating 
the drum of a failing argument favored but an unwarranted tangent and the time given to responding 
additional justification for Stargas' requested award. 

2) Additional administrative costs 

SSPOA: It is unfair to argue now that there should be compensation of $1,000 because it was a credit 
rather than a debit when the effort involved is the same. 

Stargas response: The SSPOA misses the point; effective June I st, 2017 management fees constrained at 
levels significantly below those that had been approved in years prior. Stargas' May 31 51 billing was 
processed in June under the new discipline- as noted in the Stargas final argument, no provision was 
allowed in establishing management fees allowed in the utility's revenue requirement for contingencies, 
nor for resolving the many open Commission items. Stargas made the application for the $1 ,000 
recognizing that there would, otherwise, be an additional cost to be borne by the Stargas investor. 

SSPOA: The SSPOA therefore respectfully disagrees with the Commission's finding that the 
administrative burden of the decision reflected "new facts". 

Stargas comment: It unsurprising yet disappointing that respect afforded the Commission in the 
SSPOA 's taking exception to its decisions but absent in addressing Stargas management. Stargas 
considers it relevant to note the following: 
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Mr. M.A. Blumes, initially came to the resort to consult on its, then, dire financial 
difficulties; assuming financial control and an equity stake along with personal exposure 
with lenders, he engineered its turnaround while adding attractions, rekindling real estate 
investment and conceptualized & funded the creation of Stargas. 
Mr. M.A. Blumes, while failing to observe a change in the Commission's benchmark, 
collaborated with his chosen energy consultant to effect commodity cost savings of $98,000 
in the two years in which $6,000 in excess dividends were paid. 



Mr. M.A. Blumes, notwithstanding the text and tone ofSSPOA filings, has acted upon its 
suggestion with respect to propane conversion and is working with the Commission hoping 
within time for the coming winter season, to provide existing propane consumers a 
compelling economic justification to expand natural gas deliveries to the Resort. 
Mr. M.A. Blumes had, prior to the current years filings, met Commission requirements as a 
one-man regulatory department. It acknowledged that the regulatory environment complex; 
perhaps it would surprise no one that were it possible, the September 2017 application 
initiated by Stargas to examine ways to reduce ratepayer delivery costs would not have been 
tabled had Mr. Blumes been aware of the challenges to his professionalism found in 
Intervenor commentary. 
M.A. Blumes has committed to soldier on in managing Stargas while believing that the 
hours necessary to professionally manage its ongoing operations well beyond those for 
which he will be paid. 
Mr. M.A. Blumes is a CPA with a distinguished record within his profession (a nine-year 
term on its Emerging Issues Committee but one example), a record of achievement as a 
partner in KPMG, as a founding partner in Mark's Work Wearhouse, and notable success in 
serving the needs of Okanagan enterprise through Okanagan Funding. Stargas presented 
throughout its various Commission submissions details on time given to its various tasks 
while pointing out that the rate sought for those services at a substantial discount to those 
otherwise awarded his experience and ability. 

Stargas would remind interested parties that whether due to seasonality, or annual delivery volumes, 
Silver Star Resort would not, otherwise have had the benefit of natural gas through the past seventeen 
years absent the initiative of Mr. M.A. Blumes. The Resort did not meet Fortis required metrics for their 
direct investment. Stargas was initially administered by Resort personnel (under the direction of Mr. M. 
A. Blumes) and following the sale of the Resort to the Schuman family, by the Blumes family as a home
based business. Stargas recognizes that a larger organization would enjoy significant economies of scale, 
and that synergies available to an existing utility or by a return to Resort ownership would lighten the 
administrative burden borne by ratepayers. Operating under the constraints of BCUC Order G-59-17 has 
led to an exploration of available options. 

3) Section 118(2) 

Recent BCUC Communication: On August 24111, 2017 Stargas received an email from the Province of 
British Columbia indicating that it a confirmation that a certain sum (disclosed within that documentation 
but not here) was to be deposited in the Stargas bank account on August 291h, 2017. After several calls to 
phone numbers reflected in that email, on the recommendation of an individual in the last ofthose calls, 
it dismissed as a phishing exercise. On August 301h, Stargas noted that on the previous day, the specified 
amount had, indeed, appeared within the Stargas bank account leading to a further effort to identify the 
nature and rightful owner of the payment. Later that afternoon, in a phone call initiated by Commission 
staffto discuss timing with respect to the Stargas Installation Cost Application, staff added a head's up to 
alt:rt Stargas that the Commission would be refunding costs previously billed and paid by Stargas. As the 
amount received was not confirmed as the amount to be refunded, Stargas, has for the present, not 
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disclosed its quantum. Stargas appreciates that its ratepayers will benefit by the Commission decision to 
refund costs that would, otherwise remain in its Regulatory Account. Based upon the amount received 
and assuming the $6,500 approved, Stargas estimates that the rate rider $.43. 

Conclusion: 

Given the hardship already visited upon that investor, Stargas submits that the two amounts sought for 
inclusion in the 2016 Delivery Rate Application Regulatory Account ($5,500 plus $1 ,000) together with 
any related Commission or PACA awards, ought equitably to be included in the final determination of 
the quantum of costs upon which the rate rider to be determined. 

Respectfully Submitted 

M.A. Blumes 
President, Stargas Utilities Ltd. 
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